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DataOps describes a set of tools and processes that,
improve the speed and agility of developing data and
analytics solutions while improving overall data quality.
Inspired by DevOps, DataOps uses a set of principles and
best practices in order to achieve its objectives:

Evan leads the data and analytics
delivery team at Indellient where he
and his team collaborate with customers to drive new and exciting use cases.
He has a background in commerce
(B.Com McMaster) while also holding a
number of cloud and data technology
certifications which he uses towards
helping businesses advance in their
data journey.

Achieving high data quality with continuous error
detection
Building transparency by monitoring and measuring
results
Streamlining data ingestion through process
automation
Improving collaboration between delivery and
business teams
Delivering with shorter release cycles
This paper will outline a pragmatic approach to starting
a DataOps implementation wherever you are in your data
journey. It will provide an example of DataOps practices by
explaining how a practitioner can assess and apply the
methodology in new or existing data analytics solutions.
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DataOps Vs. OtherOps
To understand DataOps, we need to start by understanding the concept in context with other similar
methodologies. DataOps shares many of the objectives and practices of MLOps and DevOps – in fact,
many organizations aspire to leverage multiple Ops cohesively to benefit from the natural synergies.
Table 1: Comparing Data / ML / Dev Ops

DataOps

MLOps

DevOps

Targeted Teams

Ultimate Goals

Improve organizational performance between teams.
Granular Aspirations
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Starting your DataOps Journey
The first step is assessing the current state of data delivery and its impact with existing initiatives. Our
approach is measuring and evaluating the efforts teams are spending on performing recurring data
tasks and investigating data issues. The two efforts are not mutually exclusive but have distinct
implications for targeting improvements.

The Assessment Grid is used to visualize your journey to improve data quality and automation. The
measurements here are the average percentage of effort spent in Agile sprints, an approach that
scales with team size.

Each of the two measures is the result of a pain point resolvable by DataOps:
•
•
•
•

Frequently missing sprint objectives to deal with data issues
Requiring significant time (up to days) to plan and release to production
Investigating unexpected outputs which are interpreted incorrectly as errors
Performing manual validation and report spot-checks

We will highlight three extreme scenarios to describe the typical pain points and potential next steps.
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Scenario 1: Reducing Data Tasks
The data or ops team is consumed with data promotions or releasing data engineering features. The
team may also be slowed down on other repeatable
activities which are part of the data engineering
workflow including but not limited to creating test
data and retrieving real production data to get
tasks started.
On the business side, the time spent by the data
team for each feature release is perceived as a
black box with limited perceived value, serving only
to delay attainment of business objectives.
Your team will benefit greatly from automating sections of your data pipeline as well as reducing friction introduced by recurring data engineering tasks.

Scenario 2: Reducing Data Issues
The business consumers of the analytics outputs are
frequently asking the team to investigate either real
or perceived data issues.
This can bog down either ops or data teams, forcing
them to investigate high priority issues which can
be critical for decision making or sensitive downstream processes.
End-users view the data as unrecognizable and
potentially loose trust in the analytics.
Your team will benefit substantially from stastical
structural data validation of both the input source
data and output analytics data.
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Scenario 3: Overwhelmed Data, Analytics and Operations Teams
The data and ops team are in an uphill battle
against the overwhelming number of data issues
end users identify. Each new feature change in the
data pipeline means performing repetitive, monotonous tasks that could be automated. Making a targeted effort towards improving either automation
or quality could move your team and business in the
right direction.
Data and analytics efforts are struggling to support
business strategy because of the ongoing data related fires.
In this scenario, we recommend focusing on one of the dimensions to bring immediate value to the
most impactful pain points. The grid shows an exaggeration; in reality, you will perform multiple
small steps in your journey towards the top right quadrant.
In all three scenarios, pain points hindering data and business teams are uncovered through this assessment. In the following sections, we will present practical approaches to overcome these challenges by reducing data issues and automating data tasks. We will provide details on specific DataOps
practices that when applied drive meaningful change to maintaining and enhancing data solutions.
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DataOps to Reduce Data Issues
Statistical and structural testing methods are used to improve the data quality and reliability of the
data pipeline. Statistical testing focuses on quantitative validation of both the input sources and
output of the data transformations or metric calculations. Structural testing focuses on validating the
input sources layout and format are within expectations before data processing.
Table 2: Statistical and Structural Testing Comparison

Statistical

Structural

•

Assessment of the data quality using a mathematical approach to ultimately determine how data
should progress through pipeline

•

Synopsis of data health / quality to articulate data
confidence for decision making purposes.

•

Validates whether incoming source data meets
data value types

•

Determines whether structured or semi-structured
data sources meet schema expectations pre and
post ingestion

Provides error handling and in some cases, automatic correction or cleansing of common issues such as non-standardized date formats, dropping of missing data values, replacement values using business assumptions to close
data gaps and more.

Introducing statistical and structural testing doesn’t have to be overly complicated or engineered.
Both statistical and structural data testing can be done by simple queries and scripts. When integrated in data pipelines it provides continuous validation in ongoing delivery, and achieves the following
objectives:
Improve transparency between data and business teams by defining pipeline input and output
expectations
Detect potential data anomalies before production release to enable proactive investigation
Increase data pipeline reliability by validating data sources are in the correct formats and
within the expected range of values
Reduce breaks and errors by rejecting incompatible and erroneous data
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Testing Implementation
A concrete overview of an ongoing data pipeline which includes statistical and structural testing is
provided in the figure below. Ignoring the specific tools and technologies, the example depicts the integration of these processing steps in an existing data architecture. In this batch example, we add two
additional microservices scheduled to the main Apache AirflowTM data pipeline. The first profiles the
incoming data values to determine if they are within expected quantitative ranges. The second validates the structural integrity of structured and semi structured files using schema-based files (XSDs
& CSV templates) in S3. Ideally, an additional set of visualizations around the statistical validation of
data would be provided to the end users to create confidence around the data being delivered.

Simple AWS Data Pipeline
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Testing Results with Business Rules

We can continue to improve upon the data pipeline by implementing a quantitative and statistical
evaluation to assess whether the results of our data transformation or aggregation output meets
consumer expectations. Here we look at the second half of the data pipeline to incorporate additional
statistical testing.
Incorporating this type of validation helps to alleviate data related issues from reaching production
by identifying them up front and defining the workflow to handle infeasible outliers or anomalies before data is written out as part of the final analytics. Data consumers or stakeholders can provide data
engineers with a meaningful range of expected output values from the data pipeline processing.
Here are some examples of thresholds
•
•
•
•

The number of sales records shouldn’t ever be less than 1,000 in a month
The amount invoiced shouldn’t increase more than 50% month over month
There should be 30-50 product lines represented in the analytical data
Every day we will receive updates from the following data sources

The data pipeline workflow can be engineered to notify the Ops team where a data load doesn’t meet
these threshold criteria (tip: don’t send notifications for regular, successful events to avoid notification
fatigue). Naturally, the above rules we’ve defined will become part of a regular review cycle to ensure
they are kept in alignment with end-user expectations and expanded as new pipeline features are
developed.
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Testing Results with Statistical Methods
In addition to the rule and threshold-based validation strategy, implementing a statistical validation of data provides
significant benefits. While we won’t go into an extensive mathematical examination of the various models or formulas that
could be used, here is a very basic subset of frequently used
approaches:
•

Assessing the historical distribution of the data and
determining whether the most recent data is consistent
with that distribution

•

Using a scoring system to define the acceptable standard deviation of important aggregate
data slices from some measures of “normal”. For example, in this case of a pipeline supporting
sales reporting metrics, we can assign a score to measure the degree to which this load deviates from the historical mean for a similar time window (last week, last month, last year). We
then decide what score ranges represent pass or fail in the context of acceptable data values
entering and exiting the pipeline. When the deviations exceed a failure threshold (in an absolute sense, the score was too high or too low) alerts will be thrown to the operations team and
in some scenarios, data will be diverted to quarantine.

•

Establishing a level of certainty or confidence around the statistical validation which can be
an effective communication tool with end-users. It can express confidence in both input and
output data of the pipeline. If data is highly distributed (many of the data points deviate from
the mean) our validation approach may not be appropriate. In that case, our design may allow
data to continue processing, or interrupt the flow to support human inspection; the ideal solution is use case dependent.

Traction has been achieved in both the commercial application development and open-source libraries towards tools and platforms which accelerate the implementation of statistical validation. If you’re
looking for an open-source tool we suggest checking out Great Expectations as it provides some
statistical analysis and data profiling out of box, while offering library extensibility to create your own
data validations as part of the data engineering pipeline.
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DataOps to Automate Data Tasks
The Apache incubator, open-source projects and DataOps focused platforms are advancing the tool
and technology landscape by providing continuous integration and development features for data
projects. Data processing workflow & orchestrations as code, native source control integration for
data structures and automation of data promotion processes are all contributing to this advancement.
Existing progress is also encouraging new approaches to developing data pipelines often adopted by
and integrated into existing products. Ultimately, the industry is evolving to achieve:

Many of the desired outcomes listed are also objectives of DevOps. There are however substantial
differences introduced with data centric applications.

Visibility & Sensitivity
A large portion of data analytics is used by systems or humans as input into varying levels of decision making. It can be argued that the use of data analytics for decision making purposes, inherently
makes these types of solutions intrinsically sensitive to data issues. In many cases, the data validation
process is partially composed of a subjective evaluation to determine if the data falls into a feel-good
range. High volume data projects make this type of validation exercise significantly challenging.

Application State
Most data analytics applications (as a whole) can be classified as stateful, since the output typically
reflects a set of results for a specific context for a moment in time. Consequently, the change of state
caused by an ongoing data refresh (sometimes happening on a frequent basis in production), or new
feature release, has the potential to negatively impact the validity of the data. The results presented
to the consumer could be dramatically different over the course of days, minutes or even seconds.
Volatility in the results presented to a user in support of critical business decisions can significantly
diminish their trust in the solution.

Data Engineering Workflow
DataOps practices encompass the data engineering workflow which is not central in DevOps. The
activities are continuous and iterative:
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Acquisition & Discovery
•
•
•

Establishing which source systems are needed for processing or computation
Extracting data from source systems
Mapping source to target models

Integration, Processing & Modelling
•
•
•
•

Defining calculations and business logic
Implementation of required logic to transform data
Design of database or file storage model
Develop interfaces for downstream systems to pull or push data

•
•

Validate results of data processing are within expectations
Fix bugs associated with inaccurate results and/or determine upstream data challenges

•

Optimize data layout, distribution, structures, and format for analytical or transaction access
patterns
Loading intermediate storage systems or structures for performance improvements

Validation

Storage

•

Security & Compliance
•
•

Ensure data security rules and compliance is met for solution
Architectural approaches for multi-tenant environments in analytics use cases

Catalog & Source Control
•
•

Documenting transformation, calculation and other logical or physical attributes of data pipeline
& data storage
Access patterns and application of data security, how data governance is applied to solution

Quantitative Testing Benefits
A larger proportion of the output from data analytics applications is numerical. Using a statistical approach to validate the application offers greater value (in most cases) than in software development
projects.
We will use a practical data pipeline to illustrate several key benefits achievable with DataOps.
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DataOps for Rapid Innovation
A substantial obstacle to new feature development is restricted access to relevant sources and test
data in a quick cost-effective manner. For analytic work it is ideal, and in some scenarios required, to
innovate with the most current information. Historically, the challenge has been the significant effort
and cost to copy the latest data into development and the complexity of tools, infrastructure, licensing, and governance policies needed to maintain this copy.

Although a comprehensive solution to this challenge is still elusive, the industry has established DataOps best practices to reduce its impact:
•

Zero Copy Data Cloning – Datawarehouse platform(s) offering fast cloning features also referred to as “zero-copy cloning”. Instead of creating a copy of a database object, this method is
simply a reference to the original data making it independent of any changes. From the perspective of the data engineer, a request is made to reference the data and no duplication or
copy of data is required to start making changes and therefore, in the case of big data volumes,
significantly reduces the amount of time to start developing new features. Changes made by
the data engineer are layered on top of the originating source within a logically separated
zone making it so the source object and developer changes are independent of one another.
Bullet one highlights Snowflake, a major cloud datawarehouse product, which has delivered on
this type of feature.

•

Data Sharing – Cloud data warehouse platforms have come to market with capabilities to
reduce the need to copy production data for development purposes by offering a quick to
spin-up, non-impactful, read-only instance(s). In cases where governance policies allow developers to use data stored in production, separate development clusters can be quickly spun up
to read data specifically shared to them from production. This approach is not always possible
but offers two valuable benefits: potentially reducing costs by using temporary clusters for
read purposes during development; and faster turn-around time to get access to the latest data
without impacting production systems.
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DataOps for Source Control
Modern data products, tools and technologies provide source control methods for development code
and artifacts. Using code developed through data engineering, we can automate the process of releasing a data solution into test and then production environments. Consider source control for the
following:

Pipeline code: database SQL, stored procedures, data pipeline orchestration, schema validation files,
data processing or microservice container configurations
Visualization & API artifacts: dashboard objects, swagger / API design, visualization palettes and configuration commands, API container configurations
Access & Governance: User and group policies/security access controls configurations for both data
and front-end.
Logic artifacts: calculation definitions, business rules, decision points
Data - a special case: In certain cases, data itself can be an object managed by the CI/CD process. Depending on the type and size of the data in question, source control may be implemented by linking/
referencing an object storage file, or by providing database commands that automate the promotion
of data from one environment to another. For example, artifact data files such as data mappings, reference tables, calculation or logical rules which can be moved into a production setting post release
are primary targets for source control.
In the diagram blue bubbles numbered 3 and 4 depict source control and continuous integrations
(respectively) leveraged to help automatically build and run pipeline, database, and orchestration
changes.
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DataOps for Integrated Testing

This builds on the prior section where structural and statistical testing was discussed. In addition to
specific microservices for performing data validations, it is also possible to build unit tests tied to data
transformations. In this approach data transformations are built as micro functions, enabling important data transformation steps to be validated independently when unit tests are run. These unit tests
are then automated as part of the CI/CD build process. Data Engineers also use these units tests to
validate their changes before a pull request and ultimately reduce the potential of introducing logical
errors.

Blue bubbles numbered 5 and 6 depict data and schema validation run during the full data pipeline
execution after a code build.
The diagram above illustrates how testing might use open-source libraries such as Flake 8, Bandit and
Great Expectations to enforce code styling and security standards as well as automatically run data
validation upon initial pipeline execution.
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Bringing it all Together

Indellient develops solutions to solve
your business problems, create competitive advantages and optimize your operations, by leveraging cloud technologies
and applying our expertise in DevOps,
Development and Data.
We believe in long-term relationships
built on adaptability, integrity, and delivering sustainable value. Founded in 2004
with our head office in Ontario, Canada,
Indellient was conceived with the belief
that creating innovative solutions requires a highly collaborative team with
diversified skills.
Our staff is 95% full time employees located near our headquarters to provide
experienced, trained and cohesive teams
to tackle your most complex problems.

DataOps presents organizations with a set of principles
that when correctly implemented, help to solve many
of the challenges data, business and operations teams
encounter. While the benefits of DataOps are clear, the
best implementation path can be unclear. In this paper,
we’ve unbundled many DataOps components from end
to end to provide clarity on how to apply best practices
using modern technologies and toolsets. Similar approaches can also be applied to traditional data and
analytics stacks reaping many of the same benefits.
To begin your DataOps journey, complete the assessment presented earlier in this paper and start documenting your team’s worst time sinks. This will help to
determine which of the DataOps practices described
will move your organization in the right direction. Once
you’ve selected which practice(s) to target along with the
benefits for your business, start the process of introducing DataOps tasks into the team’s work stream. Post implementation, measure the effectiveness of your efforts
and iterate in the future to drive further automation and
optimizations around the data engineering workflow and
data pipeline. Your business, data and operations teams
will be pleasantly surprised how much smoother your
internal data initiatives can run!
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